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1. Relevance of the problem

The production of quality seed material largely guar ees the success of the grown
vegetable crops. Carrots are the main root crop. The production of quality c ot seeds
for sowing in Bulgaria has been neglected in recent years. Therefore, research related
to the production of good quality seed is of great i ortance for the success cultivation
of this crop. An important element of seed production technology is the optimization
of the nutrition of pl s grown for seed, an element that is the basis of this study.
2. Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods

The main goal of the thesis is to increase the yield and

i

rove the quality of carrot

levels of fertilization with one-time and two-time application of fertilizers; study of the
influence of fertilization on the vegetative and generative development of seed plants
and its influence on seed yield and ality.
3. Visualization and presentation of the obtained results

The thesis is written on2l8 pages and contains 60 tables and2l figures. The inclusion
of more figures facilitates the perception of the emerging trends as a result of the
applied fertilization. The tables and figures are very well designed, and the discussion
of the results is done in clear and precise scientific language.
4. Discussion of the results and used literature

The list of cited literature includes 158 titles, of which 37 in Cyrillic and l2l in Latin.
The description of the literature is very well done, following a single bibliographic

standard. In the section Results and discussion there is a very good discussion of the
results obtained by the author with the published similar data by

different

ors.

In the conducted three-year field fertilization e eriment the influence of fertilization
with nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium was studied. The fertilizers were applied by
two ways. The whole rates were applied before transpl ing of plants. At the second
way, one-half of the phosphorus and potassium rates were applied with the main
tillage, and the other half before the pl ing of the crop. Half of the nitrogen rate is
applied before transplanting, and the other half at the beginning of flowering c ots. A
total of 18 variants were included and studied in the e eriment, which on the one
hand requires a lot of work by the Ph.D. student, but on the other hand allows
highlighting the effect of fertilizer rates and their combinations on the gro h and
fruiting of the studied crop.
The results show that the double application of fertilizers has an advantage over the
application of the entire fertilizer rate once, and the increased fertilizer rates accelerate
the generative development of the pl s. Almost all studied indicators show better
values after split application of fertilizers.
The conclusions at the end of the dissertation fully reflect the results obtained, as they
are written very concisely and derstandably.
5. Contributions to the thesis

Scientific contributio ns
From the scientific contributions I can note that it has been established that seeds with
better sowing qualities are fo ed from the seeds laid in the umbel of the first and
generative manifestations of

c

ots and seed yield.

Scientific and applied contributions
From the scientific and applied contributions mentioned by the hor it can be noted
the recommendation for the practice that the best pro ctivity from carrot seeds can be
obtained by double application of NePeKl6 fertilizer rates and one application of
single application

of N5P1eK20, &S well as double fertilization with NePeK26 and

NsPrq&0.
6.

Critical remarks and questions

one small technical note: when citing a liter source in the text of the
thesis only the surname of the first hor and the year of publication are indicated,
and not the first name of the author.

I have only

7. Published articles and citations

In connection with the thesiLs, Ph.D. student Trayanov presented 4 publications, in one
and the other three are inde,pendent. The total number of points that the Ph.D. student
collects liom the publicatio,ns is 53.33, which is quite enough to meet the requirements

for this scientific degree.
The presented abstract in a volume of 40 pages, objectively reflecting the structure and
content of the thesis. The results of the research in the abstract are surnmatized in 22
tables and

l6 figures.

CONCL,USION:

phD student Alexander Trayanov has put a lot of work to perfo the experiments,
trace, report and summ aize the information from the merous indicators included in
seeds.

In the process of 'working on the thesis he has mastered the methods for

planning and establishmenl. of field fertilizer e eriments. He has learned and applied
various methods of plant research, correctly perfo ed the experiments' made
reasonatrle summaries end conclusions, which is why I believe that the presented
University for its

application, ich gives

me reason to rate it POSITIVE'

I allow rnyself to suggest tro the esteemed Scientific Jury also to vote positively and to
award the Ph.D. student Alexander Kirilov Trayanov with the educational and
scientific degree "Doctor"

jin

the scientific specialty "Vegetable Production".
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